Options Explained

A comprehensive options/trading book list has been requested on this subreddit several times. I've been reading about options and trading since freshman year of college (2012), and these books helped me prepare for a career in options trading. Over the past two years, I've been working at a Chicago-based options market making firm, and spent time on the modeling team, S&P desk, and a trading automation team. Unlike most books on derivative products, Options Explained 2 is a practical guide, covering theoretical concepts only where they are essential to applying options on a wide variety of assets. Written with the emphasis on a practical, straightforward approach, Options Explained succeeds in demystifying what has traditionally been treated as a highly complex product. Our Book Printing Options Explained. Learn about book sizes, binding methods, types of paper and more. Jump to: Book sizes ⋅ Book Binding ⋅ Paper Type ⋅ Soft covers ⋅ Hard covers ⋅ Endpapers ⋅ Cover Lamination ⋅ Finishing touches. Common Book Sizes. Saddle stitching involves sheets that are folded to make a booklet, which is bound with two staples down the spine. It's a lower cost binding option. Flexi binding / Ota binding.